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Week Beginning: Monday 9th May 2022 

 
            

Message from our Principal, Mrs Oliphant 
 

 
Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
We held an important assembly today for all Year 11 students ensuring they have the key information about the master 
classes we will be running during this exam period.  It is essential that students are organised, disciplined and well 
prepared.  We will be opening our doors from 7.55 a.m. to all Year 11 students to have breakfast and a booster session on 
the morning of all a.m. exams.  They should collect from the hall and then attend their session in the respective 
department.  We appreciate this may not be for all as we all like to prepare in different ways, but if this is for you, we look 
forward to seeing you there. 
 
This week, I have enjoyed spending time in the Food Technology rooms.  It has been great to see Year 7 creating their pizza 
swirls, with some wonderful fillings and seeing Year 8 creating onion bread, which smelt delicious.  I hope that some of this 
made it home for you to try and that some students show you the skills mastered recreating these dishes at home. 
 

We are pleased to be able to offer tuition to a number of students in Years 7, 8, 9 and 10, in a variety of subjects. Tuition 

will be prioritised for those students who are currently working below their target grade and have had their education 

significantly disrupted by the pandemic. To register interest for your child to receive additional tuition, please complete the 

google form by following the link: https://forms.gle/aPHTZfVd5mhUTxuE7. We will endeavour to satisfy as many 

registrations of interest as possible, however, limited funding may result in some requests not being met. 

 
Assemblies this week have been around the importance of maintaining good mental health.  There was a recognition that 
there are various different things that people do to achieve this, such as exercise, socialising, reading; we find pleasure and 
satisfaction in many different things.  Equally, there was a recognition that acts, events and stress can have a negative 
effect on our mental health.  Here at Granville, there are a range of staff that are trained to support students during 
challenging times.  We have 14 Mental Health First Aiders, who are trained to assist and Mrs Brickley is currently 
coordinating the Student Mental Health Working Group.  She reports that the group have begun their Mental Health 
Champion training this week, and the Winning Minds group have been completed.  We are excited to begin the Junior 
Sports Leaders award in the forthcoming sessions.  Well done to all involved and I look forward to watching this develop 
and grow.  
 
HPV Vaccinations for Year 8 will take place on Tuesday 10th May. Links to the consent form have been sent out, please 
complete as soon as possible. The consent forms that were completed last year for current Year 9s will be used for their 
second dose, so parents don’t need to complete these again.  
 
School bus fare - please note, as Derbyshire County Council are using a new school bus company, drivers will not be familiar 
with students and so for any students who do not have their bus pass, it will be standard practice for the driver to ask for a 
£1.00 fare to travel. Please click the following link to read more information on school transport: School buses - Derbyshire 
County Council   
 
Our menu can be found here: Lunch Menu, please note, we are on Week 2.   
 
Have a great weekend. 
 

Regards,   
 

Mrs Oliphant 
Principal 

 

 

https://forms.gle/aPHTZfVd5mhUTxuE7
https://www.derbyshire.gov.uk/transport-roads/public-transport/school-buses/school-buses.aspx
https://www.derbyshire.gov.uk/transport-roads/public-transport/school-buses/school-buses.aspx
https://def-granville.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Granville-menu-Feb-2022.pdf?t=1644935304?ts=1649424595


 
 

Facility Hire  
 

All of our fantastic facilities are available for hire during the evenings, weekends and school holidays. 
For the Sports Hall, Activity Hall or our many classrooms, you can view live availability, full details, including prices, as 
well as make booking requests on our lettings website: Granville Academy venue for hire in Swadlincote - SchoolHire 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year Group Focus: Year 7  
 
What an amazing start to the Summer term Year 7 have made. Our first Monday back brought our Rewards Assembly to 

celebrate the previous term’s achievements, including subject nominations, attendance, and Word Mania!  

As of Monday, our space for break and lunchtime will be moving up to the top courts to make space for our peers in Year 

11, whilst they take their exams. This will give us a little more space to spread out, sit down and play football on the 

REDGRA. As a year group, we have been trusted to make our way further across the school site, whilst other year groups 

are still learning, I expect everyone to continue to demonstrate exceptional levels of behaviour. 

A gentle reminder regarding the Academy’s Uniform policy, as a group, we generally look so smart, however some 

students have required reminders about the following; 

·        Plain white formal style button through shirt/blouse, must be tucked in at all times and sleeves rolled down. 

·        Formal style, plain black shoes. No logos, emblems or coloured trims/patterns. No trainers, canvas, pumps or    

trainer type shoes will be accepted. Heels no higher than 3cm. No boots.  

·        Long black socks with trousers. White or black socks with skirts or black/flesh coloured tights. 

·        No branded jumpers, hoodies or cardigan to be worn. A black v-neck pullover is optional. 

·        School blazers are to be worn at all times, coats and jumpers are not permitted as a replacement for a blazer. 

·        Metal or clear nose studs are not permitted at the Academy. 

For more information regarding our uniform policy, please check our website. 

A date for your diaries, our long-awaited Parents’ Evening will be on June 13th, however, if you have any concerns that you 

wish to raise prior to the evening, please contact me via email: jwhite.granville@deferrerstrust.com or by telephoning the 

academy.  

As ever, I thank you for your continued support. I wish you well over the coming weeks as the weather warms.  

 

Miss White  
Head of Year 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://granville.schoolhire.co.uk/


Subject Focus: English    

Year 7 have begun a new unit this term, ‘The World Around Us’, which encourages students to consider the different 
countries, cultures and traditions we might encounter. So far, students have been considering the concept of a ‘journey’ 
and how travelling can be both a rewarding learning experience, as well as something that can be difficult and challenging.  

We have been using non-fiction texts about famous journeys, including the Titanic, to help develop students’ non-fiction 
analysis and writing skills. There have been some fantastic examples of radio adverts (one below from Olivia W and 
Mathilde H) encouraging the public to buy a ticket for the Titanic in this past week. Alongside non-fiction articles, students 
will also study a range of ‘Poetry from other Cultures’, evaluating the writers’ use of poetic techniques to explore themes 
of migration, identity, difference and change. This will be Year 7s first experience of studying poetry at Granville, and will 
begin to help students acquire the skills they need for GCSE poetry study in the future. 

Mrs Pritchard’s class have been considering the concept of migration by comparing the Titanic to the poem ‘Island Man’. 

Grace B-F (7y3) was so inspired by this that she wrote her own poem on the theme of migration as an extra homework 

task. 

  

           Poem- Grace B-F 



 

Radio Advert- Olivia W and Mathilde H 

 
 
Year 8 have begun a new unit this term, based on a novel by a local author: Smart, by Kim Slater, based around the 
Nottingham area and Nottingham’s history. The novel is narrated by Kieran, a secondary aged boy with autism, who is 
fascinated by crime, journalism and the artist L.S. Lowry. Through the study of the novel, students are encouraged to read 
more widely and explore the context of the text (a key concept in future GCSE study). Through a consideration of non-
fiction texts, which explore the culture, history and people who have inspired Kieran, students develop and deepen their 
own wider knowledge of the world and invest in their own cultural capital. So far this term, students have been introduced 
to Kieran and his family, have discovered a ‘murder’ has taken place and been introduced to the context of Robin Hood, 
journalism and L. S. Lowry. Miss Deakin has been enthralled to see students in 8Y3 thoroughly analysing the presentation 
of characters and themes in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s Adventures of Sherlock Holmes prior to reading Smart. 

 



 

 

Language analysis- Abigail W 

 

 

 

 



Year 9- Following on from their study of the novel Of Mice and Men, it has been really encouraging to see Year 9 students 
enthusiastic about reading and studying the challenging literature classic, Romeo and Juliet. To begin with, students 
completed an overview of the context surrounding the play, including understanding the traditions of Courtly Love and 
gender expectations. Students have read, watched and considered an adaptation of the prologue with a focus on the 
writer’s intention, reflecting on the decisions Shakespeare makes within the sonnet. As we continue to study the play in its 
entirety, students will be developing their analytical response to themes, including destiny and fate, violence and death 
and the power of hatred and love. Miss McIlhone has been impressed with how her Year 9 classes have started the term 
really well and have been focused on unpicking meaning in their annotations of extracts from Romeo and Juliet. 

 

 

Annotating key extracts- Elle B and Harry E 



Year 10 have been studying for Language Paper 2, focusing on writer’s viewpoints and perspectives in non-fiction extracts. 
Throughout the unit, they have focused on developing the skills required to successfully respond to each question across 
the reading and writing components. Following on from the Language Paper 2 focus, Year 10 students have started 
studying a selection of war poems from the AQA Poetry Anthology in preparation for their Literature GCSEs. Poems 
students are studying include Bayonet Charge by Ted Hughes, Poppies by Jane Weir, Charge of the Light Brigade by Alfred 
Tennyson and Ozymandias by Percy Shelley. Students will be focusing on identifying layers of meaning and recognising the 
impact poetic devices have on the reader. Miss Wallace's Year 10 have been evaluating the titles from the Power and 
Conflict poetry they will study this term, trying to generate initial ideas about the themes and content that might be 
covered by these poems, by closely inspecting the language used. 

  

    The themes of Power and Conflict. Kayleigh B                                           Connotations of each poem title- Amber L 

 

Year 11 students have been using feedback from the mocks to support their revision in the final few weeks before they sit 
their GCSE English Literature and Language exams. They have revisited key texts, including An Inspector Calls and Macbeth 
alongside looking at further examples of Language Papers. The revision lessons have been focused on preparing for exam 
style questions, including critically examining example responses to past exam papers and outlining assessment 
requirements. Miss Pye was impressed by the outcomes of students in 11X1- after considering the demands of Language 
Paper 1 Question 3 and looking at an example of excellence, the students applied the key takeaways to their own response 
to the question, aspiring to achieve band 4 on the mark scheme. 



Mrs Brown and Miss Wallace were impressed with the commitment demonstrated by students who attended Easter 
School. Students capable of achieving the next grade have been invited to Period 6 sessions- the focus has been on 
Literature revision with an emphasis on quotation retrieval and linking themes when considering a text in its entirety. 

Overall, the English faculty have been impressed by the resilience of the Year 11 cohort, and wish them every luck with 
their GCSE exams.    

 

Paper 1 Question 3 Response- Harry L 

 

Mrs Brown  

Director of Learning for English  
 

 


